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Imagine a medical treatment that can decrease heart disease, boost immune function, relieve

depression, and block pain&#151;whose only side effect is that it makes you feel good. It&#39;s

safe, inexpensive, and readily available, No, it&#39;s not a miracle drug; rather, these benefits

come from the experience of pleasure itself. And this pleasure prescription is filled in the internal

pharmacy of the brain.Psychologist Robert Ornstein and physician David Sobel deliver the latest

scientific evidence that pleasures&#151;from saunas to siestas, chocolate to charity&#151;and

positive attitudes&#151;from happiness to optimism&#151;are not only enjoyable but also good for

you.
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"At nearly every turn, pleasure has gotten a bad name," write the authors, who tell us that in pursuit

of longevity Americans have become overly abstemious. Psychologist Ornstein and Sobel, director

of preventive medicine at the Kaiser-Permanente HMO, believe that eradicating all of life's

pleasures--whether chocolate, alcohol or even an occasional puff of tobacco--represents a far more

serious threat to our well-being than whatever damage may be wreaked by occasionally indulging.

Deploring what they call "medical terrorism," they point out that some once-dire findings on health

hazards have been reversed, disputed or exaggerated. The authors' secret for happiness: forget

asceticism in the name of health. We should touch each other more often, learn to take life a little

more lightly, partake in some form of gentle physical exercise, nap when necessary and learn to be



less self-centered generally. If this advice seems a touch obvious, it may bear repeating

nonetheless. 75,000 printing; Literary Guild/Doubleday Book Club alternate; first serial to American

Health Magazine; major ad/promo. Copyright 1989 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Robert Ornstein, Ph.D., is a psychologist, brain researcher, and writer. He co-wrote The Psychology

of Consciousness, which has sold more than 1 million copies worldwide, and more recently, The

Healing Brain.

I am currently re-reading this interesting book after a recent discussion involving studies -- among

other things this book debunks 'medical terrorism' in which studies are used to frighten people

unnecessarily. (The authors strongly encourage us to look more closely at the size and scope of

studies before applying them to ourselves)However, the book covers many more topics in

emphasizing the importance of pleasure, including a focus on Work that makes and keeps us slaves

to industry while cutting us off from significant others in our lives.The authors aren't proponents of

hedonism, but suggest that if we buy into conventional wisdom, we miss out on the joy life has to

offer without any real improvement in our health or longevity.

Encouraging ideas & research to help anyone enjoy life more.

Excellent book about a neglected topic.

Had to read this for class. Felt it was horribly outdated. Not a good book for the new century.

This might be my favorite mind/body book. Through scientific research, it proves that pleasure is

good for you, purpose, meaning, fun and laughter are good for you. In other words, the better your

life, the better your health is likely to be. And the harder your life, the more health problems you are

likely to have.This is a profoundly healing message. It tells us not to be hard on ourselves, or on

others. Not to blame ourselves or set up hundreds of hoops to jump through. That's not the way to

be healthy or happy. Make your life easier and better, and good health is likely (though not

guaranteed) to follow.I have used this approach in my life with multiple sclerosis, my health

coaching practice and my wellness workshops for years now with wonderful results. My book, The

Art of Getting Well: Maximizing Health When You Have a Chronic Illness, puts Sobel and Ornstein's



research into practice. I remain a big fan of Healthy Pleasures..

Ornstein and Sobel write an entirely readable book about an important topic. Everyone knows that

we need to exercise and eat right to be healthy. But not everyone knows that many of the things we

ENJOY are healthy. And enjoyment ITSELF is healthy!The authors go into great detail about the

different ways you can enhance your health and enjoyment and they cite research to back up what

they're saying. Indulge yourself in pleasure: Music, good scents, good flavors, optimism, naps, fun,

pets, good friends, etc. These are some of the healthiest things you can do.If you are interested in

maintaining or improving your health AND interested in having a good time along the way, this is the

book for you. I'm the author of the book, Self-Help Stuff That Works, and I'm an expert on what is

effective and what is not. The ideas and research behind this book are important and valuable and

very much worth reading.

It is regrettable that people are often led to believe that pleasure is a negative thing. This is because

many people have grown up thinking that silly -- even harmful -- behavior such as getting drunk is

pleasurable when the next day's hangover clearly shows that it is not. As the authors point out the

real pleasures of life -- which they discuss in this book -- are actually good for people. Read this

book and learn how to have healthy pleasures which make life more pleasant as well as more

healthy.

Pleasure as the root of all evil (too often equated with sex) has been converted from its true purpose

as the only motivation and incentive that spurs people to action. The power of pleasure has quite

simply been highjacked and converted into the exact opposite of its intended purpose to elevate

mankind into achieving the impossible - whatever that impossible happens to be. Long recognized

by founders of America by including the possible of impossibilities into the preamble of America's

Declaration of Independence to properly document their perspective, and their newfound knowledge

emerging from the tyranny of Kings and Queens, they set in motion the philosophy upon which

American capitalism and entrepreneurship seeks to preserve that delicate relationship between man

and the enjoyment of his life - spiritual, mental and physical - and at least, in theory, the same for

women. Practice turns out to be much more elusive than planned despite the Constitutional

protections because of our lack of consideration for each other of the fine boundaries that separate

one from another in that sometimes elusive pursuit that is by definition individually selective, and

guarantees that his life will be meaningful, important and happy secure in the natural rights defined



as his privilege to define for himself what gives him pleasure - the expression of his free will

nurtured within that promise of a free nation, America.
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